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Public Opinion considered in letters between one of his friends and R. W. Barnes

1855

reproduction of the original love letters between a nobleman and his sister by aphra behn

Familiar letters between the principal characters in David Simple, and some others. Being a sequel to his adventures. To

which is added, a vision. By the author of David Simple. The second edition. Vol.III.

1752

the correspondence of katherine mansfield and john middleton murry is a story in its own right as compelling and poignant as any that mansfield herself invented here juxtaposed for the

first time are 300 letters exchanged between them during their extraordinary eleven year relationship the letters begin in january 1912 a month after their first meeting when both were

relative newcomers to the london literary scene the last a letter from murry was written four days before katherine died in fontainebleau in january 1923 the intervening years were ones

of both feverish creativity and heartbreaking frustration of intense closeness and unassailable distance of shared idealism and as katherine s illness took its inexorable hold of mutual

recognition that the glittering partnership they d once envisaged would be cut tragically short whether sparkling or witty reflective or despairing the letters have the immediacy of

conversation and the candor of the very finest epistolary writing they illustrate wonderfully the unique personal magnetism which has become part of the mansfield legend and indicate too

that posterity has perhaps judged murry more harshly than ever she did as katherine herself wrote i feel no other lovers have walked the earth more joyfully in spite of all

Love-Letters between a Nobleman and his Sister

2019-09-25
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the writing of letters often evokes associations of a single author and a single addressee who share in the exchange of intimate thoughts across distances of space and time this model

underwrites such iconic notions as the letter representing an image of the soul of the author or constituting one half of a dialogue however justified this conception of letter writing may be

in particular instances it tends to marginalize a range of issues that were central to epistolary communication in the ancient world and have yet to receive sustained and systematic

investigation in particular it overlooks the fact that letters frequently presuppose and were designed to reinforce communities or indeed to constitute them in the first place this volume

explores the interrelation of letters and communities in the ancient world examining how epistolary communication aided in the construction and cultivation of group identities and

communities whether social political religious ethnic or philosophical a theoretically informed introduction establishes the interface of epistolary discourse and group formation as a vital

but hitherto neglected area of research and is followed by thirteen case studies offering multi disciplinary perspectives from four key cultural configurations greece rome judaism and

christianity the first part opens the volume with two chapters on the theory and practice of epistolary communication that focus on ancient epistolary theory and the unavoidable presence

of a letter carrier who introduces a communal aspect into any correspondence while the second comprises five chapters that explore configurations of power and epistolary

communication in the greek and roman worlds from the archaic period to the end of the hellenistic age five chapters on letters and communities in ancient judaism and early christianity

follow in the third part before the volume concludes with an envoi examining the trans historical or indeed timeless philosophical community seneca the younger construes in his letters to

lucilius

Letters Between Katherine Mansfield and John Middleton Murray

1998-05-01

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part

of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part

of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this

valuable book
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Touchstones

1983

eshinni 1182 1268 a buddhist nun and the wife of shinran 1173 1262 the celebrated founder of the true pure land or shin school of buddhism was largely unknown until the discovery of a

collection of her letters in 1921 in this study james c dobbins a leading scholar of pure land buddhism has made creative use of these letters to shed new light on life and religion in

medieval japan he provides a complete translation of the letters and an explication of them that reveals the character and flavor of early shin buddhism readers will come away with a

new perspective on pure land scholarship and a vivid image of eshinni and the world in which she lived after situating the ideas and practices of pure land buddhism in the context of the

actual living conditions of thirteenth century japan dobbins examines the portrayal of women in pure land buddhism the great range of lifestyles found among medieval women and nuns

and how they constructed a meaningful religious life amid negative stereotypes he goes on to analyze aspects of medieval religion that have been omitted in our modern day account of

pure land and tries to reconstruct the religious assumptions of eshinni and shinran in their own day a prevailing theme that runs throughout the book is the need to look beyond idealized

images of buddhism found in doctrine to discover the religion as it was lived and practiced scholars and students of buddhism japanese history women s studies and religious studies will

find much in this engaging work that is thought provoking and insightful

Letters and Communities

2018-08-16

the letters of lady anne bacon mother of francis bacon which shed light on elizabethan politics from a female perspective

Familiar Letters Between the Principal Characters in David Simple

2014-02
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this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this

work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions

that are true to the original work

Letters of the Nun Eshinni

2004-09-30

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact

and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing

or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public

we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Some letters which passed between a young gentleman designed for Holy Orders and his uncle a clergyman, concerning

conformity to the Church of England, etc. [By R. Whitehear.]

1758

dr gao finds the best provisions and practices in respect of the fraud rule in the united states the united kingdom canada and australia and applies these standards to the reformulation of

the fraud rule in the prc in the process be surveys the entire field of the fraud rule in the law of letters of credit in its substantive aspects thus going deeper than mere banking law

analyses and revealing for the benefit of jurists everywhere the fundamental legal issues that must underlie all sound judicial reasoning in the area in more practical terms this approach
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also allows judges to meet their essential responsibility that of giving an answer when a case is put before them with the widest and best possible degree of discernment book jacket

A Series of Genuine Letters Between Henry and Frances

1770

letters between us is a powerful story of search for self identity of losing a friend and finding her in a deeper sense and through her making discoveries and gaining insights overman

grips you with intimate startling details so that you can t stop reading until you have reached the last page nahid rachlin author persian girls and jumping over fire linda overman s letters

between us is a clever intricate powerful novel a tale of girls gone wild amidst the sex drugs rock n roll of the sixties and of the women they become the story of katharine and laura

electrified with the possibilities of youth grounded in the accommodations of adulthood charged with the irony and tragedy would be hard to forget even if simply told but overman is an

artist brave and skilled enough to put the pen in her characters hands and let them write their own story of hope and disappointment passion and desire that makes letters unforgettable

david bradley author south street and the chaneysville incident cutting edge a rarity in an era of male buddy sagas a story of a deeply tender relationship between two women only one of

which is a survivor in a time and place hard to navigate late 20th century america their strong voices both tough and tender gutsy and sweet compel us to listen read this book eve la

salle caram award winning novelist senior instructor in fiction writing the writers program ucla extension poignant and remarkable storytelling of lost friendships family and innocence a

rich narrative of coming of age in los angeles in the 70 s while tackling generational differences cultures and rediscovering life s regrets hopes tribulations and pleasures mariana galvez

director of media marketing emmy award winning series 24

A Series of Letters Between Mrs. Elizabeth Carter and Miss Catherine Talbot, from the Year 1741 to 1770

1809

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states

of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work

scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
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has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the

preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Letters of Lady Anne Bacon

2014-04-10

a touching look into the heart and family of one of america s greatest poets as a literary portrait of a father and son little can match the eloquence and honesty of this collection of letters

written between allen ginsberg and his father louis spanning the years 1944 to 1976 their correspondence is filled with affection respect and a healthy dose of argumentative zeal they

debate every major political and artistic issue that faced america in over three decades of extraordinary change but the letters also tell of a strong bond of intimacy and affection between

the two revealing just how crucial that closeness was to the development of allen ginsberg s art

Love-letters Between a Noble-man and His Sister

1684

educational resource for teachers parents and kids

Letters Between Emilia and Harriet

2008-10-01

an atheist s letters to heaven is for seekers of truth and anyone interested in being acquainted with the christian perspective on modern controversies hotly debated in the media press

academia and beyond moreover the novel is written to assist believers in leading unbelievers to christ by putting themselves in their shoes and addressing potential objections in an
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adequate and practical manner it is a journey of an atheist marawi who is given the opportunity to reconnect with his now deceased friend melchizedek in paradise prior to his passing

melchizedek accepted jesus christ as his savior and pleaded with his friend to do the same to no avail over the course of their correspondence marawi asks questions and offers

counterarguments based on logic academia and atheism melchizedek on the other hand offers a heavenly perspective and occasionally refers to the scriptures history and the realities of

life to make his case for the veracity of the christian faith it is a novel that takes the objections of atheists into consideration and addresses the most common objections raised by non

christians the questions of origin meaning morality and destiny are discussed from divergent paradigms over the course of three years

A Complete Collection of the Genuine Papers, Letters, &c. in the Case of John Wilkes, Esq

1769

darling winston is an edited collection of the personal letters between winston churchill and his mother jenny jerome between 1881 when churchill was just six and 1921 the year of jenny

s death many of these intimate letters between two gifted writers are published here for the first time and the exchange of letters between mother and son has never before been

published as a correspondence a significant addition to the churchill canon darling winston traces churchill s emotional intellectual and political development as confided to his main

mentor his mother as well as providing a basic narrative of jenny s and wsc s lives over a 40 year period darling winston tells the story of a changing mother son relationship

characterised at the outset by wsc s emotional and practical dependence on his mother but which is dramatically reversed as her life crumbles tragically towards its end provided by

publisher

Love Letters Between a Noble-man and His Sister

1684

this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way

the author intended since the original versions are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics

available again for future generations to enjoy
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The Fraud Rule in the Law of Letters of Credit:A Comparative Study

2002-01-01

in the letters of mary penry scott paul gordon provides unprecedented access to the intimate world of a moravian single sister this vast collection of letters compiled transcribed and

annotated by gordon introduces readers to an unmarried woman who worked worshiped and wrote about her experience living in moravian religious communities at the time of the

american revolution and early republic penry a welsh immigrant and a convert to the moravian faith was well connected in both the international moravian community and the state of

pennsylvania she counted among her acquaintances elizabeth sandwith drinker and hannah callender sansom two american women whose writings have also been preserved in addition

to members of some of the most prominent families in philadelphia such as the shippens the franklins and the rushes this collection brings together more than seventy of penry s letters

few of which have been previously published gordon s introduction provides a useful context for understanding the letters and the unique woman who wrote them this collection of penry s

letters broadens perspectives on early america and the eighteenth century moravian church by providing a sustained look at the spiritual and social life of a single woman at a time when

singleness was extraordinarily rare it also makes an important contribution to the recovery of women s voices in early america amplifying views on politics religion and social networks

from a time when few women s perspectives on these subjects have been preserved

Letters Between Us

2008-08

清教徒が移住してきてまだ数十年しか経たないボストンで 町を揺るがす大事件が起きた ある女性が夫のある身でありながら 父親の分からない子供を生んだのだ 町の人々はこの女性に 姦通を犯した印として 緋色の布で作った adultery 姦通

の頭文字aを生涯 胸に付けさせることにした 女性は相手の男性の名前を決して明かさず ひとり罪を背負っていく 戒律の厳しい清教徒の社会で 女性はどのように生きていくのか 近代アメリカ文学史を飾るナサニエル ホーソンの傑作
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Familiar Letters Between the Principal Characters in David Simple

2018-10-09

roman letters offers a rich selection of original translations of ancient roman letters spanning from the 1st century bce to the 2nd century ce chronologically arranged and grouped

according to author or collection the letters cover various topics and themes selected from a broad range of authors a unique single volume text that makes classical letters accessible

and readable to undergraduates and the non specialist reader presents a wide range of authors and material with over 200 selected texts includes selections that illustrate a complete

cycle of correspondence as well as letters written by the same author and covering the same topic theme but sent to different recipients letters are arranged chronologically with letters

grouped according to author or collection an accompanying website offers additional complementary letters topical index highlights various topics and themes represented by the letters

Family Business

2002-09-07

this single volume selection of the letters of margaret fuller invites acquaintance with a great american thinker of the transcendentalist circle

Anecdota oxoniensia

1898

this beautiful selection of original love letters invites us into a privileged realm and reminds us why the written word is so expressive and revealing the 30 handwritten notes included in

this book span centuries and cultures they cover every shade of love from the joy of initial attraction to the pain of unrequited desire they include amorous declarations and expressions of

anguish as well as reflections on a final separation or the end of a love affair discover love notes and letters between anne boleyn henry viii charlotte brontë professor constantin héger

oscar wilde lord alfred douglas gerry raffles joan littlewood page 4 of cover
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Letters to Parents in Reading

1998

even though their day to day lives offer stark contrast his spent in a blood smeared apron and gloves hers teaching high school spanish and taking dance classes with martha graham

mel and dorothy are determined to chronicle these disparate experiences for one another so that in their words we will not be strangers

An Atheist’s Letters to Heaven

2020-07-13

the 1930s marked a turning point for the world scientific and technological revolutions economic and social upheavals and the outbreak of war changed the course of history the 1930s

also marked a turning point for robinson jeffers both in his career as a poet and in his private life the letters collected in this second volume of annotated correspondence document

jeffers rising fame as a poet his controversial response to the turmoil of his time his struggles as a writer the growth and maturation of his twin sons and the network of friends and

acquaintances that surrounded him the letters also provide an intimate portrait of jeffers relationship to his wife una including a full account of the 1938 crisis at mabel dodge luhan s

home in taos new mexico that nearly destroyed their marriage

Darling Winston

2018
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A Series of Letters Between Mrs. Elizabeth Carter and Miss Catherine Talbot, from the Year 1741 to 1770

1808

Reports of Cases in Law and Equity, Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of Iowa

1888

Letters Written Between Yorick and Eliza

1797

Letters Between Emilia and Harriet

2019-08-14

The Letters of Mary Penry

2018-06-29
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English Writers

1892

The Scarlet Letter　緋文字

2010-12-01

Nan, Sarah & Clare

1980

Roman Letters

2013-07-29

The Letters of Margaret Fuller

2018-10-18
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Love Letters

2020-09

Letters and Other Writings of James Madison ...: 1816-1928

1865

Letters of Abelard and Heloise

1729

Some Familiar Letters Between Mr. Locke, and Several of His Friends..

1708

We Will Not be Strangers

1997
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The Collected Letters of Robinson Jeffers, with Selected Letters of Una Jeffers

2011-10-12
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